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on the wall
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Goya’s Execution of the Rebels is at
once naive and terrible. In its incar-
nation as early nineteenth century DC
Comics, it is ketchup on paper, what
teenage boys draw when troubled by
testosterone-fuelled bursts of creativity.
Its little soldiers are as unreal as the
plastic set Fly used to mow down with
marbles on the carpet; its corpses are
no more freshly slain than was Fly’s
own five-year old body stretched out
neatly on the lawn in punctilious
observance of the obligatory ritual of
the bang-bang-you’re-dead game.

But that is not its only incarnation.
It has also, in Fly’s nostrils, the stench of
the weeping victim’s soiled trousers and of
fresh blood on turf. It has the cold fist of
terror around the heart, the dark, crisp
night, the remorseless inevitability, the
futility of pleading, the certainty of death
and the sickening abnegation of any
smattering of tenderness. On a cool night
on the third of May 1808, at that mound,
with the li t t le church aloof in the
background, these brutalities did occur.
Look away, or be bemused by the DC
Comics incarnation, and the events are
historic, two hundred years gone, or are
being represented, colour on paper, as the
case may be. Look again, and they occur.
Again. And they tell Fly the awful truth that
this is what we are; this is what we do;
this, somehow, inexplicably, unacceptably,
is human life. The Hammer House of
Horror’s Groundhog Day, 3 May 1808.

In more melodramatic moments, such
incarnations are, for Fly, possessed by the
Legal Practice Bill. When Fly’s head is
wedged firmly enough in the sand, or the
angle of the light is just right, the single

desirable to those that wield it than less,
and its extension more readily achieved
when pursued in the name of various fine
ideals.

Some good may well be destroyed;
much good will no doubt remain. Must we,
however, necessarily in some way inevitably
be co-opted? Must this, of necessity, entail
our dancing to a party tune, however
faintly? Perhaps not. Unlike on that cold,
dark and relentless night on the third of
May 1808, there is no predetermined in-
evitability. There is no futility of pleading.
There is no necessary death. These soldiers
may pause at the odd wail. At least for a
while.

Fly may stare at the Goya for hours. It
will not stop the guns. There is no clawing
back the years to cause any pause, on the
third of May, 1808, on that night, at that
mound, in front of that little church.

There is only the other incarnation, the
naive one, the colour on paper, to blot it
out.

And, of course, Fly can always just stop
staring.

Legal Crossword Number 17

malt smooth enough or the workload
sufficiently consuming or distracting, a toy
soldier is waving a paper mask with bloody
fangs and going booga-booga. And it’s
in any event difficult to hear him above the
din of nonsense.

But at times, whether too often, or not
often enough, time will tell, there is the
image of troops of learned friends, pomp-
ous in their gowns and bibs, the Supreme
Council having spoken, each being led to
Goya’s mound, there to be met by the
soldiers. Some are defiant, some meek and
accepting. But all seem to know the futility
of pleading and the inevitability of the
execution.

We have no Uncle Sam in this country.
Fly cannot conjure in his mind’s eye an
appropriate image for the long, bony arm
of the State. Politicians don’t quite cut it,
especially after recent artistic renditions have
met with infelicitous responses, and, after
all, this is serious stuff.

What is it, exactly, that those fingers
wish to wreak when woven into the fabric
of our gowns? More power is always more

Answers
Across
1They facilitate forensic communication (INTERPRETERS)
2A coda to an insurance policy (ENDORSEMENT)
3The State taketh (EXPROPRIATION)
4Excluded from court days (SATURDAYS)
5The art of advocacy (PERSUASION)

Down
1Oft unacknowledged court staff member (CLEANER)
2They rule the courts everywhere (PROSPEROUS)
3Fuel for trials  (PERSPIRATION)
4 Compulsory for motor-cyclist (HELMET)
5What we do while making submissions (STAND)

Bluey
Rectangle


